If forthcoming measurements of cosmic photon polarization restrict the primordial tensor-to-scalar ratio to r < 0.01, small field inflation will be a principal candidate for the origin of the universe. Here we show that small multifield inflation, without the hybrid mechanism, typically results in large squeezed nongaussianity. Small multifield potentials contain multiple flat field directions, often identified with the gauge invariant field directions in supersymmetric potentials. We find that unless these field directions have equal slopes, large nongaussianity arises. After identifying relevant differences between large and small two-field potentials, we demonstrate that the latter naturally fulfill the Byrnes-Choi-Hall large nongaussianity conditions. Computations of the primordial power spectrum, spectral index, and squeezed bispectrum, reveal that small two-field models which otherwise match observed primordial perturbations, produce excludably large nongaussianity if the inflatons' field directions have unequal slopes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Learning what forms of cosmological inflation are favored by observation deepens our understanding of the universe's origin and structure. This paper shows that if inflation is sourced by multiple scalar fields traversing sub-Planckian field ranges, the Planck Collaboration's bound on squeezed (aka local) nongaussianity, f sq NL = 2.5 ± 5.7 [1] , often implies a certain structure for small multifield potentials; without this structure they generically produce large squeezed nongaussianity. 1 This has implications for the couplings of lifted flat directions in broken supersymmetric potentials, proposed as natural candidates for small field inflation [3] .
The nearly unbroken isotropy of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) provides an amusing counterexample to the well-worn notion that physicists enjoy spherical symmetry. Simply assuming that the universe began as a uniformly dense patch of radiation does not adequately explain this uniformity, which amounts to a fine-tuning of the universe's initial conditions [4] . Inflation makes this uniformity plausible, because an epoch of exponential spatial expansion (de Sitter space) fueled by a near-constant vacuum energy and preceding the radiation and matter dominated expansions of our universe, provides a common origin for otherwise causally separated lightcones on our cosmic horizon, which at present time contains primordial photons of almost equal temperature, released when the formation of hydrogen made the universe more transparent.
More concisely, the symmetry of a de Sitter space could be the source of spherical symmetry on the cosmic microwave background. But any such antecedent de Sitter space cannot be totally time symmetric: inflation must end so its effects can be observed. A simple mechanism that achieves this is a scalar field slowly-rolling down its potential, resulting in a slowly-decreasing vacuum energy that sources a quasi-de Sitter space. The necessary slowness of this roll can be quantified with the parameters
where V (φ) is a scalar potential and V φ ≡ dV dφ is the slope of the potential. The expansion fomented by this potential is measured with the scale factor of the universe, a ∝ e Ht , where H ≡˙a a is the Hubble rate, which can be determined from the equations of motion and continuity for a scalar field sourcing de Sitter, φ + 3Hφ + V φ = 0, 1 2φ
where in the slow-roll limit the first term in each of these equations can be omitted. In order for our universe to be causally connected at the time of big bang nucleosynthesis, the universe needs to have expanded to roughly e 60 times its initial size during inflation, where the exponent is called the number of efolds, N . The expansion rate gets larger with larger vacuum energy, V (φ), and inflation lasts longer with a smaller slope, V φ . Thus it is sensible (and with Eq. (2) verifiable) that in the slow-roll limit, N takes the form N = 
1 In this work we only consider multiple small field models which terminate inflation with the dynamics of the inflating fields themselves. These considerations will also apply to some (though not all) small multifield hybrid models [2] .
where φ * and φ e denote field values during and at the end of inflation. Inflation is therefore driven by a potential that is either Planck-flat or Planck-fat, more typically called small or large field inflation, meaning respectively that the slope V φ is small compared to
∼ φ is large compared to m pl . The latter scenario, Planck-fat inflation, occurs when in some piece of spacetime φ traverses a super-Planckian field range [5] . In this case, very simple potentials are sufficient to explain all present cosmological observations, for example the potential V = m 2 φ φ 2 with initial field value φ * ∼ 15 m pl and mass m φ ∼ 10 −5 m pl adequately conforms to current observations of the primordial power spectrum and spectral index [6, 7] .
Physically, the primordial power spectrum is the result of quantum variations of the inflaton inducing variations in H and equivalently in the expansion of space. If these variations decrease during inflation (we have measured a decrease) we would expect this to be evident as a decrease in the two-point correlation between CMB photon fluctuations at smaller angular separation. These photon fluctuation correlations are calculated by varying the inflaton's Einstein-Hilbert action,
, with respect to scalar degrees of freedom, yielding the scalar curvature perturbation and corresponding dimensionless power spectrum and spectral index,
Here, the last equation is the dimensionless tensor power spectrum, obtained by varying the tensor degrees of freedom of the Einstein-Hilbert action. Note that A t depends only on the magnitude of V , because a scalar potential does not have tensor degrees of freedom. Despite the apparent simplicity of large field models, we should question how the small self-couplings (m φ ) of a super-Planckian inflaton remain stable against radiative corrections. Without knowing the relevant UV dynamics, we should expect that terms like ∝ φ 5 m pl , induced by integrating out heavy states that arise at the Planck scale, would disrupt the smallness of the inflaton self-coupling (e.g. m φ ∼ 10 −5 m pl ), when φ traverses super-Planckian field values. For large field inflation, the (clearly broken) shift-symmetries of scalar potentials may prevent these super-Planckian corrections [8, 9] . Regardless of the exact mechanism, if inflation is Planck-fat, then the inflaton requires an underlying shift-symmetry, some other symmetry, or fine-tuning to enforce the smallness of its self-couplings.
Concerns about the stability of large field models have been recently reified, because single field inflation may be necessarily Planck-fat. Note from Eq. (4) that a measurement of both the scalar and tensor perturbations set the energy of the potential, |V |, during inflation. Using this and inserting Eqs. (4) into (3), it can be shown that if primordial tensor modes are measured such that r ≡ At As 0.01, then single field inflation for our universe was Planck-fat. Further discussion of the Lyth Bound and its implications for r can be found in Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Most importantly, any measurement of r, given the sensitivity of upcoming experiments, would imply a super-Planckian field range for single field slow-roll inflation.
But if ongoing efforts to probe primordial tensor modes through the B-mode polarization of the CMB [19] result in a bound on tensor modes, r 0.01, rather than a measurement, then symmetries that stabilize Planck-fat inflaton self-couplings would be unnecessary. Moreover, a tight enough restriction on r would require small field inflation [18] . While small field inflation would not have the self-coupling instabilities of large field inflation, there is a separate symmetry requirement for small field inflation, namely that the potential be Planckflat. This Planck-flatness can be realized as the nearly flat directions in necessarily broken and uplifted scalar supersymmetric potentials [3, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . This is an interesting possibility, because it indicates that the same symmetry which would resolve the weak scale hierarchy problem and allow for the unification of Standard Model gauge couplings at ∼ 10 16 GeV, may also be responsible for cosmic inflation.
However, the perturbations produced during Planck-flat inflation have some unusual properties as compared to large field inflation. During large field inflation, additional scalar degrees of freedom can result in additional primordial scalar perturbations -scalar fields oscillating around their minima induce isocurvature modes that can transmute to scalar curvature perturbations during reheating -this is the curvaton mechanism [27] [28] [29] . To wit, the variations in entropy induced by these extra oscillations are "entropy perturbations," which can contribute to scalar curvature perturbations [30, 31] . Conversely, during Planck-flat inflation, these same field oscillations can damp out scalar perturbations, because the flatness of a flat supersymmetric potential depends on supersymmetric scalar fields remaining at their minima [32] .
This paper examines another feature of Planck-flat inflation that differs from the large field picture: if small field inflation occurs along multiple flat directions, then these flat directions will either have approximately the same slope, or produce large squeezed nongaussianity. The remainder of the introduction explains why nongaussianity is typically large in Planck-flat, but not Planck-fat, multifield inflation. Section II uses the Byrnes-Choi-Hall (BCH) conditions [33] to show that unequally sloped Planck-flat directions produce large squeezed nongaussianity in sum-and product-separable two-field potentials. The primordial perturbations and nongaussianity of small two-field models, which can be mapped to lifted supersymmetric flat directions, are analyzed in Section III. Section IV concludes. Appendix A gives a sketch of the δN relation, including references necessary for reconstructing the full argument in the literature. Appendix B contains formulae for scalar perturbations of sumand product-separable potentials.
A. Squeezed nongaussianity in large versus small multifield inflation By considering the simple case of large field inflation with two scalars (φ, χ) and with the potential
and using Eq. (4), we can gain some understanding of squeezed nongaussianity in both large and small multifield inflation. For concreteness, assume that φ and χ have canonical kinetic terms and the following initial field values and masses,
and χ * = 13 m pl , m χ = 10 −6 m pl .
For these parameters, because φ is much more massive than χ, inflation begins with φ predominantly sourcing both de Sitter space and Gaussian scalar curvature perturbations.
2
Inflation proceeds as though φ is the sole inflaton so long as m
As inflation progresses, φ will roll down its potential and χ will take over as the effective sole inflaton when m 2 Nongaussianity is tiny, f sq NL = O(10 −2 ), for single field inflation with canonical kinetic terms [34, 35] .
φ→χ transition induces a spike in squeezed nongaussianity During the transition between φ-and χ-dominated inflation, when m
there is a spike of squeezed nongaussianity [36] . This is the result of three factors: (A) the power spectrum when φ dominates is different from the power spectrum when χ dominates, 3 (B) in some spacetime regions, φ's fluctuations up and down its potential cause it to dominate for a fraction of an efold longer or shorter, (C) when φ dominates for longer or shorter, inflation lasts longer or shorter in this patch, and the power spectrum is sourced mostly by φ for longer or shorter.
The result is that the amount of inflation sourced by φ during the φ → χ transition is correlated with the size of the power spectrum further along in the φ → χ transition. This is the definition of squeezed nongaussianity: the power spectrum at a small scale correlates with the amount of expansion that preceded at a larger scale. On the CMB this manifests as a correlation between the size of the temperature power spectrum measured at a small angle and a temperature over-or under-density at a larger angle away from that power spectrum. From the perspective of inflaton dynamics, this simply means that regions which inflated more or less during the φ → χ transition end up with smaller or larger power spectra on smaller scales. 4 We can now understand why large squeezed nongaussianity is uncommon in large field inflation: usually a single super-Planckian scalar field is sourcing H and perturbations thereof. With one field dominating, inflation is effectively single-field and produces mostly Gaussian perturbations. Nongaussianity arises only in brief bursts during field-dominance transitions.
3 During the χ-dominated portion of inflation, entropy modes from the oscillations of φ around its minimum contribute to a larger primordial power spectrum. 4 Note that large scale overdensities can correlate with either smaller or larger power on small scales, the choice of which determines whether f sq NL is positive or negative, the convention for which varies in the literature. For useful visualizations of nongaussianity, see [37] .
Nevertheless, it is possible to carefully arrange the inflatons' couplings and initial field values, so that the perturbation dominance of one field gradually transitions to another over the entire course of large field inflation [33, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Thus, while finely-tuned scenarios can source a detectable amount of squeezed nongaussianity, we generically expect tiny squeezed nongaussianity in large multifield inflation.
On the other hand, to understand why squeezed nongaussianity can be generically large in small multifield inflation, first note that in large multifield inflation, the energy sourced by each field depends on its super-Planckian field value, and so for most of inflation, unless the model and initial conditions are carefully tuned, |V (φ)| = |V (χ)|. When |V (φ)| ∼ |V (χ)|, there is an associated spike in squeezed nongaussianity. Contrast this with the case of small multifield inflation, where the potential energy remains nearly constant (i.e. V ∼ V 0 ) by necessity.
This constant potential energy arises, for example, as a result of supersymmetry-breaking terms that lift charge-neutral field directions (φ, χ) in a supersymmetric scalar potential. We can parameterize the resulting potential as,
where V 0 is a constant term and V 0 V (φ, χ) during inflation. We are justified in assuming that small field potentials can be put into a form with a constant vacuum energy term much larger than field-dependent terms, because in slow-roll, small field models, V φ must be tiny compared to V m pl (see Eq. 3). In order to source 60 efolds, the inflating fields are confined to a Planck-flat part of their potential with a nearly constant height V 0 .
But because V 0 is constant and much larger than V (φ, χ) during inflation, the slope of each field direction in Eq. (7), rather than the magnitude of the field values as in large field inflation, will determine the slow-roll parameters and thus the scalar perturbations. If the slopes of the field directions are equal, there is no transition from one perturbation regime to another, because the perturbations are the same along each field direction, and there will be negligible squeezed nongaussianity. However, as we will show in the next section, if the slopes of two field directions differ, this results in large squeezed nongaussianity. The key point is that the conditions leading to a fleeting spike of nongaussianity (which are φ χ and χ / φ |η χ − 1|) in the double quadratic model of Figure 1 , are satisfied along the entire inflationary field path of Planck-flat, multifield potentials with unequally sloped field directions.
II. GENERICALLY LARGE NONGAUSSIANITY IN SMALL TWO-FIELD INFLATION
This section demonstrates that because Planck-flat inflation requires:
• The slope of a scalar potential to become small in order to source a sufficient number of efolds (that is, V φ V /m pl ),
• The slope to become large for inflation to end (that is, V φ ∼ V /m pl ), these requirements, along with the constancy of vacuum energy during small field inflation, altogether imply typically large nongaussianity for sum and product-separable two-field inflation with unequally sloped Planck-flat field directions.
A. Preliminary definitions
The scalar curvature perturbation, ζ, quantifies fluctuations in the past expansion of the universe,
where a 0 is the scale factor of the universe at present time. Note that ζ(x) can be regarded simply as a scalar field quantifying how much a(x) deviated from an isotropic evolution at point x. While this clearly defines ζ, it does not indicate the relationship between ζ and the fluctuation of scalar fields during inflation. Maps of scalar field fluctuations onto ζ were greatly aided by a number of results over the last two decades [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . These results are encapsulated in an equivalence which is often called the "δN formalism," namely, that the variation in number of efoldings with respect to scalar fields, is equivalent to the variation in ζ. We review the derivation of this equivalence in Appendix A. In order to map ζ onto scalar field fluctuations, it is convenient to expand ζ into powers of Gaussian scalar fields in Fourier space,
where k, p are the momenta of perturbation modes and ζ G (k) is a Gaussian scalar field. Because of the local properties of ζ G , this expansion has been called the "local ansatz," and the coefficient in front of the quadratic term, the "local nongaussianity," although it is the least spatially local of the nongaussianities [37] , and more accurately called squeezed nongaussianity. Hereafter we drop the "sq" superscript from f NL , and note that the rest of this article deals solely with squeezed nongaussianity. Using the preceding definition of ζ k we further define the power spectrum and squeezed bispectrum in Fourier space as,
from which we can identify the power spectrum, spectral index, and squeezed nongaussianity,
The parameter f NL as identified above includes two pieces, one of which is always less than 1, proportional to the perturbation momenta, and identified in the literature as f
NL [50] . Because f (3) NL is less than unity for slowly rolling fields [50, 51] , we ignore it hereafter. The overriding ζζζ contribution to squeezed nongaussianity when f NL > 1 has the momentum dependence given in Eq. (13).
B. BCH large nongaussianity conditions applied to small two-field inflation
As detailed in Appendix A, the δN equivalence shows that f NL is proportional to the second order variation of efolds with respect to inflating scalars. Here we will consider two real scalar fields, φ and χ, so
where subscripts indicate partial derivatives with respect to scalar fields, as in Eq. (1). The fact that this formula is composed only of derivatives of N (φ, χ) illustrates the utility of the δN equivalence. Once N is known as a function of relevant fields, all scalar perturbations can be calculated. For example, using Eq. (3), one can derive this map (N (φ, χ) ) for sum and product-separable scalar potentials, and then compute f NL exactly for given initial "*" and final "e" field values of φ and χ. Appendix B contains the exact sum and product-separable expressions for f NL ; the remainder of this section uses the BCH large nongaussianity conditions for these potentials, to demonstrate large nongaussianity as a generic feature of small multifield inflation.
Using the BCH conditions, we can delineate when nongaussianity is large for both a Planck-flat sum-separable potential of the form
and a Planck-flat product-separable potential of the form
where V 0 is nearly constant and V 0 > V (φ), V (χ) during inflation. (To remove V 0 after inflation, we can either assume that the fields at their true minimum remove V 0 or that a hybrid mechanism is triggered to cancel V 0 once χ ∼ φ ∼ 1 [26, 52] .) A decomposition of (14) yields the BCH large nongaussianity conditions for separable potentials [33, 53] in the limit χ < φ . These are 
Here we have given large nongaussianity conditions assuming χ rolls more slowly than φ.
Making the replacement φ ↔ χ in (17) and (18) yields an equivalent set of conditions for large nongaussianity. There is a third large nongaussianity condition which reduces to (17) if inflation transpires at a fixed vacuum energy [53] , as is the case for Planck-flat inflation. We now examine how Planck-flat, separable potentials with unequally sloped field directions typically produce large nongaussianity, given the evolution of Planck-flat slow-roll parameters and the BCH large nongaussianity conditions. Unequally sloped field directions imply V χ V φ , and this trivially satisfies (17) . Condition (18) is typically satisfied in multifield Planck-flat inflation, because of the dynamical evolution of slow-roll parameters in these models. To be precise, during Planck-flat inflation, the η slow-roll parameters must be 1 to allow for χ and φ to remain small and constant. Therefore, |(2η e χ − η * χ ) 1/2 − 1| will always be ∼ 1.
But the crucial inequality naturally fulfilled during small two-field inflation is that the first parenthetical term in (18) is tiny compared to the second parenthetical term. The first large nongaussianity condition already requires that the first parenthetical term is less than unity -and in addition, we know that φ and χ field directions must have steep (and thus nearly equal) slopes to end inflation, It is clear then, that the size of nongaussianity in multifield Planck-flat inflation hinges on how differently sloped the field directions are, i.e. to what extent V φ = V χ , or equivalently in Planck-flat inflation, φ = χ . As will be seen in the next section, squeezed nongaussianity is large for small two-field models with tiny differences between φ and χ .
III. THE SIMPLEST SMALL TWO-FIELD POTENTIALS AND GENERICALLY LARGE NONGAUSSIANITY
To demonstrate typically large nongaussianity in small multifield inflation, this section analyzes the simplest sum and product-separable two-field models. For examples of small field inflation occurring along Planck-flat field directions without a hybrid mechanism, also called inflection point inflation, see [22-24, 26, 54-71] .
Potentials containing terms that are linear and cubic in real scalar fields are the most minimal potentials for non-hybrid small field inflation, which depends on a non-vanishing third order field derivative (V φφφ = 0) and a small but non-vanishing first order field derivative (V φ V /m pl ). These again are simply the requirements of any Planck-flat potential which does not end inflation with the hybrid mechanism. When ∆φ m pl , the slope of the potential, V φ must become tiny so that the inflaton rolls slowly enough to source sufficient efolds. The related requirements that V φφ is large at the outset of inflation, becomes small to let V φ remain tiny, and then becomes large again to increase V φ and end inflation requires V φφφ to be non-vanishing.
Scalar potentials composed only of constant, linear, and cubic terms are odd looking to a particle theorist, but they should be understood simply as the leading terms in a Taylor expansion around a lifted flat direction in a supersymmetric potential. The quadratic term will be absent because it is negligibly small; V φφ ∼ 0 over the majority of the inflaton's trajectory, allowing V φ to remain small and constant during inflation. Despite looking odd, this Taylor expansion around the flat piece of a scalar potential is the most amenable to matching onto CMB observables.
For an example of a broken supersymmetric potential [22, 52] with a flat segment that can be Taylor expanded into an effective inflaton potential composed of constant, linear, and cubic scalar terms, consider the gauge singlet combination of fields in the MSSM, Φ = udd, where each of the latter is a chiral superfield. This gauge singlet combination is known as a monomial, and all monomials and higher order effective operators that break the flatness of, e.g. udd in the MSSM, have been classified in [21] . These appear in the superpotential as W ⊃ λΦ n /M n−3 . If we define φ as the scalar part of the gauge invariant degree of freedom contained in Φ = udd, then leading order terms that break the superpotential's φ → φ + φ 0 invariance are
where m and A are the usual soft mass and trilinear coupling of supersymmetry-breaking soft terms. As demonstrated in [22] , if
then at some point in the potential, φ 0 , there will be a flat segment or "inflection point," where V φφ (φ 0 ) ∼ 0. Around this flat segment it is useful to define the Taylor expansion of the potential in φ,
where again the omitted quadratic term can be neglected. To simplify notation in the work that follows, we define
, and γ 3 = V χχχ (χ 0 ), and re-center the Taylor expansion at φ 0 = χ 0 = 0. With these conventions, we build small twofield potentials composed of a vacuum energy term V 0 , along with either the sum or product of (λ 3 φ 3 +λ 1 φ) and (γ 3 χ 3 +γ 1 χ). We will see that, after γ 3 , λ 3 , V 0 , and initial field values have been fixed by the requirement that inflation lasts 60 efoldings, nongaussianity is excludably large unless φ = χ , for parameter space which otherwise matches CMB observations.
A. Large nongaussianity in uncoupled small two-field inflation
We first consider a small multifield potential of the form
As explained in the beginning of Section III, this should be physically understood as the Taylor expansion of a two-field potential, at the point where the potential is flat in the χ and φ directions, making it suitable for small multifield inflation. The quadratic terms can be omitted, because they are necessarily tiny during small field inflation. In multifield sum-separable potentials, the number of efoldings is additive,
and so we define the number of efolds sourced by φ and χ as N φ and N χ . For simplicity, we will assume that each field sources half the necessary efolds, so that N φ = N χ = 30. While one might also consider the scenario where each field sources a different number of efolds, in order to be observed on the CMB or in large scale structure surveys, both fields must be slowly-rolling and sourcing perturbations over the first 10 efolds of inflation [17] .
Using typical parameters for a single field model [22, 52] , assuming supersymmetry is broken at scale M ∼ TeV, we set
where we will vary λ 1 and γ 1 to change the slope of the potential in these field directions. While models could be considered where λ 3 = γ 3 , this would require varying all four of λ 1 , γ 1 , λ 3 , γ 3 to determine the behavior of the potential for differently sloped field directions, and does not qualitatively change the result.
The condition that inflation ends when e φ = e χ 1 determines φ e = χ e −10 −5 m pl . Because we have centered the potential around the origin of each field direction, each field will begin at a field value 10 −5 m pl and transit a maximum field range of 2 × 10 −5 m pl during inflation. With all other parameters fixed as indicated, for each choice of λ 1 and γ 1 , we solve for φ * and χ * so that each field sources 30 efolds during inflation. Note that with all parameters determined and λ 3 = γ 3 , the slopes of the potential along each field direction, V φ and V χ , are uniquely determined by λ 1 and γ 1 . For example, if λ 1 < γ 1 the field direction along φ will be flatter than that of χ, and because each is required to source 30 efolds, this mandates φ * < χ * . With this procedure we examine primordial scalar perturbations when one field direction is more sloped than the other.
We plot the resulting power spectrum, spectral index, and squeezed nongaussianity in Figure 2 . Analytic expressions for these observables can be found in Appendix B. From Figure 2 , we can surmise that the relative flatness of field directions in two-field, uncoupled, Planck-flat potentials is rigidly constrained. While there is ample parameter space with λ 1 = γ 1 and consequently V φ = V χ that is consistent with observations of the power spectrum and spectral index, in order to be consistent with the Planck constraint on squeezed nongaussianity of f NL = 2.7 ± 5.7, it is required that λ 1 = γ 1 and V φ = V χ . 
B. Large nongaussianity in coupled small two-field inflation
The preceding section demonstrated large nongaussianity for unequally sloped field directions in a sum-separable potential. We will now consider the simplest product-separable small field model of the form
While this potential contains only non-renormalizable terms, it is the simplest productseparable Planck-flat potential, and we use it to study the scalar perturbations of two small field inflatons that are significantly coupled. For product-separable potentials, the total number of efoldings is equal along each field direction,
and so we require that N φ = N χ = 60. Choosing parameters that produce a power spectrum and spectral index in line with observation, we set
Note that with these choices, the total vacuum energy of the potential is V (φ, χ) V , and equivalently the slope of the field direction in the φ and χ directions, fixes the initial field values φ * and χ * such that 60 efolds of inflation are produced. Varying λ 1 and γ 1 , we compute the power spectrum, spectral index, and squeezed nongaussianity, using the formulae in Appendix B.
In Figure 3 , we see that coupling between the φ and χ field directions in small two-field inflation leads us to the same conclusions as in the uncoupled case. While potentials with unequally sloped field directions can match observations of the primordial power spectrum and spectral index, squeezed nongaussianity is excludably large unless γ 1 = λ 1 and equivalently V φ = V χ along the field path of the inflatons.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This article has identified a feature of small multifield inflation, that nongaussianity is typically large unless small field directions have equal slopes. We have examined how nongaussianity differs in large versus small field models, applied the BCH large nongaussianity conditions to two-field models with sub-Planckian field excursions, and computed the power spectrum, spectral index, and nongaussianity for the simplest examples of coupled and uncoupled small two-field inflation. Results from each of these indicate that unless the slopes of field directions in a small multifield potential are equal, large nongaussianity results. This can be contrasted with large multifield inflation, in which different initial field values and slopes do not typically induce large nongaussianity.
This result has implications for patterns of supersymmetry breaking that permit small field inflation along the gauge invariant field directions of a once supersymmetric potential. Either inflation occurs over a single field direction, which requires that only one set of supersymmetric scalar fields become excited to sub-Planckian energies at the onset of inflation (e.g. Φ = udd and not Φ = css transits a sub-Planckian field range), or supersymmetry is broken such that each participating sparticle generation has equal soft masses and trilinear couplings, so that the field directions will have equal slopes in the resulting potential.
While in large field inflation, it is necessary to invoke symmetries to stabilize the inflaton against corrections to its self-couplings as it traverses a super-Planckian field range, in small field inflation, it is not enough to assume inflation is supported by the residual symmetries of a broken supersymmetric potential. Rather there is an additional requirement: either inflation must occur along just one flat direction, or the flat directions on which it occurs must be equally sloped. 
Again dropping terms proportional to the square of perturbations (that is, A 2 , Aζ), this indicates a trivial relationship between the variation of efoldings and scalar curvature perturbation,
In summary, the perturbations to the number of efoldings generated along the inflationary field path are equivalent to the scalar curvature perturbation, in the absence of anisotropic stress perturbations, which would be nearly absent if only scalar fields source de Sitter. Thus, if inflation is sourced by scalars that roll slowly, the scalar perturbations resulting can be found by taking the variation of N with respect to inflating scalar fields. Therefore,
where N a ≡ δN/δφ a and "*" indicates evaluation at some point along the inflationary trajectory in the scalar field potential, or equivalently, some time t * when a scalar perturbation exits the Hubble horizon during inflation.
Appendix B: Scalar perturbation formulae for sum and product-separable potentials
Sum-separable formulae
To simplify expressions for cosmological observables, we first define ≡ φ + χ . For sumseparable scalar potentials in particular it is useful to define the following set of parameters [36] ,
where "*" superscripts indicate terms evaluated at some point along the inflationary trajectory, "e" superscripts indicate terms evaluated at the end of inflation, and V (φ) and V (χ) indicate the φ and χ parts of the sum-separable potential.
There are a few additional parameters that simplify the expressions for sum-separable scalar perturbations, 
In terms of these and prior variables, the power spectrum, spectral index, and f N L are, 
2. Product-separable formulae
After defining a few simplifying terms [50] , 
the expressions for the power spectrum, spectral index, and non-Gaussianity at lowest order in the δN formalism are,
